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ABSTRACT

The television news is one of the medium which is able to be used to
prop speaking learning at elementary school. Giving comment is one of
competency which must be gained by fifth students of elementary
school. From the result of observation, it was found a fact that the fifth
students of Banyuajuh elementary school felt some difficultness when
they want to say something orally in learning activity. This research is
done to: (1) describe the application of learning by using television
news to improve the ability of students’ speaking, (2) describe the
improisavtion of speaking ability which is gotten by the students. This
research use collaborative model of cycle Classroom Action Research
(CAR). Each cycle consist of planning, acting & observing, reflecting,
and revise plan. This research is done at fifth class of Banyuajuh I
elementary school with 35 students of the fifth class. The data is gotten
by observing, interviewing, documenting, and speaking test. The
research instruments are observing guidance, interview guidance, and
questions test. The data is analized in descriptive, both qualitative and
quantitative analize. Speaking learning by using television news shows
the improve of students activity in speaking. The class condition is quiet
when the news was being showed and the students were paying
attention to the news. The students also snatch to give comment to the
news which has showed. The ability of the students are also improve, it
is showed by the students which are in very good qualification in first
cycle is 57,6%, increase become 81,82% in second cycle. The reason
which is talked and the words which is used in the second cycle are
better than the first cycle.
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